Tapes & Measures

Hazard / Barrier Tape / Electrical Tape

TAPE

An extensive range of tapes manufactured to the
highest standards and specification, each tape has
been carefully selected to suit its specific application.

Hazard Warning Tape

Self-adhesive hard wearing safety tape for marking hazardous
areas, fire equipment, first aid points and ideal for lane
marking. Diagonally striped in contrasting colours.

50mm
x 33M
Black & Yellow
FAITAPEHAZBY
£4.84 Ex VAT £5.81 Inc VAT

Red & White
FAITAPEHAZRW
£4.84 Ex VAT £5.81 Inc VAT

Underground Warning Tape

Barrier Tape

A strong, durable non-adhesive PVC tape used for marking
out or cordoning off areas. The highly contrasting coloured
stripes serve as a clear visual warning and also present a
barrier to areas that require to be sectioned off. Suitable
for a wide range of uses in various trades and services that
includes construction sites, factories, warehouses, emergency
services and many other situations where safety of personnel
is a priority.
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Vivid colour tapes designed to warn excavation crews of
the existence of buried pipes or cables before damage
can occur. The tapes are impervious to alkalis, acids and
other soil components and are marked with text indicating
the hazard type.
CAUTION
WATER PIPE
BELOW

Red & White

Black & Yellow

FAITAPEBARRW
£10.20 Ex VAT £12.24 Inc VAT

FAITAPEBARBY
£10.20 Ex VAT £12.24 Inc VAT

150mm x 365M
FAITAPEUWAT
£25.92 Ex VAT £31.10 Inc VAT

CAUTION
GAS MAIN
BELOW
150mm x 365M
FAITAPEUGAS
£25.92 Ex VAT £31.10 Inc VAT

CAUTION
ELECTRIC
CABLE
BELOW
150mm x 365M
FAITAPEUELE
£25.92 Ex VAT £31.10 Inc VAT

166

19mm x 20M

PVC Electrical Tape
This flame retardant and
self extinguishing tape
conforms to BSEN60454.
In a selection of colours
suitable for a multitude
of tasks in and around
the home and workplace.
This tape withstands
temperatures from -5ºC
to 60ºC.

White

FAITAPEPVCW

Yellow

FAITAPEPVCY

Blue

FAITAPEPVCBL

Red

FAITAPEPVCR

Striped

FAITAPEPVCGY

Green

FAITAPEPVCG

Black

FAITAPEPVCBK

£0.96 Ex VAT £1.15 Inc VAT

